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Abstract. Choosing the optimal deployment of a distributed embedded application onto alternative hardware configurations is often difficult and time consuming. When developing a new product, a company must chose a hardware architecture that ensures both that the system behaves correctly according to its functional
and timing specifications but also keeps its production cost at a minimum. The
investigation to find this tradeoff between cost and performance can be very expensive if carried out at implementation time. A company can save money and
development time if there is a possibility to quickly explore the design alternatives before the start of the implementation. In this paper we describe a method
and associated tool support to assist in finding the best system design solution.

1

Introduction

As distributed real-time embedded systems become more and more prevalent around
us, new techniques must to be used to ensure lower costs of development while keeping
the service quality high. The quality of these kind of systems is normally not only
measured by functional correctness but also by timing behaviour correctness. Because
timing correctness is so essential when developing such systems, the implementation
cost can increase considerably if it is discovered at later stages of the development that
the selected hardware architecture cannot fulfil the timing parameters. Typical design
questions that cross an architect’s mind are [13]:
1. Does the proposed architecture meet the performance requirements of all applications?
2. How robust is the chosen architecture with respect to changes in the application or
architecture parameters?
3. Is it possible to replace components by cheaper, less powerful equivalents to save
cost while maintaining the required performance targets?
Models of software/hardware can be used to assist the system architect in answering these questions. They have previously been used to explore and validate different
deployment architectures even before the implementation cycle starts [14,12]. By doing so, it is possible to gain knowledge, at an early stage, of the product that is being
developed, even before any deployment decisions have been made. Usually, companies
that wish to develop a distributed embedded system have certain target Printed Circuit
Boards (PCBs) in mind, which support a small limited range of CPUs. These PCBs establish the architecture of the hardware and by using models and simulation techniques,
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one can gain insight into which PCB should be selected in order to fulfil the project requirements. Furthermore, one can identify which kinds of CPUs and buses are needed
to respect the speed/capacity requirements of the application. Having a method and tool
support to test out all the interesting PCB/CPU/bus combinations and identify which
ones satisfy the system timing invariants, would give the system architect an advantage
when making such initial design choices.
The modelling language VDM-RT, enables a system architect to do these kinds
of different simulations, but the process of changing the system architecture and application deployment is very cumbersome and lacks both flexibility and tool support.
Everything concerning deployment is tightly connected and mixed with the application construction in the system1 class. This makes it difficult and impractical to explore
different architectures from a modeller’s point of view. When one wants to make such
changes, one must either overwrite the system class, and by doing so losing the previous system, or create a new project and copy all the files, except the system class, and
then create a new system class.
In this paper we show how deployment of VDM-RT models can be modified to
support exploration of different hardware configurations without changing the model
and how this can help a system architect to find the good designs. This can be seen as a
part of a larger effort in order to explore the different design alternatives of an embedded
distributed system in the style used in the DESTECS project [2]. We consider “the best
design” to be any solution that solves the proposed problem. It is then up to the architect
to decide which is the best one based on system invariants and additional cost analysis.
The remainder of this paper is set out as follows. In section 2 an introduction to
VDM and the VDM-RT dialect is presented. Section 3 illustrates how we separate the
model from its deployment without loosing expressiveness. In section 4, the typical design questions are addressed and solutions are presented to show how this work assists
the answering of these questions. Section 5 illustrates how this work can be used to explore an in-car-navigation system. Lastly, section 6 concludes this work with remarks
and suggestions for future improvements.

2

The VDM Real-Time Dialect

The Vienna Development Method (VDM) [1,8,4] was originally developed at the IBM
laboratories in Vienna in the 1970s and as such it is one of the longest established formal
methods. The VDM Specification Language is a language with a formally defined syntax, static and dynamic semantics. Models in VDM are based on data type definitions
built from simple abstract types such as bool, nat and char and type constructors
that allow user-defined product and union types and collection types such as (finite) sets,
sequences and mappings. Type membership may be restricted by predicate invariants.
Persistent state is defined by means of typed variables, again restricted by invariants.
Operations that may modify the state can be defined implicitly, using pre- and postcondition predicates, or explicitly, using imperative statements. Such operations denote
relations between inputs and pre-states and outputs and post-states, allowing for non1

The system class describes the system architecture and its deployment.
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determinism. Functions are defined in a similar way to operations, but may not refer to
state variables.
Three different dialects exists for VDM: The ISO standard VDM Specification Language (VDM-SL) [5], the object oriented extension VDM++ [6] and a further extension
of that called VDM Real Time (VDM-RT) [15,7]. All three dialects are supported by
the open source tool called Overture [9].
VDM++ and VDM-RT allow concurrent threads to be defined. In VDM-RT, the
concurrency modelling can be enhanced by deploying objects on different CPUs with
buses connecting them. Operations called between CPUs can be asynchronous, so that
the caller does not wait for the call to complete.
VDM-RT has a special system class where the modeller can specify the hardware
architecture, including the CPUs and their bus communication topology; the dialect
provides two predefined classes for the purpose, CPU and BUS. CPUs are instantiated
with a clock speed (Hz) and a scheduling policy, either First-come, first-served (FCFS)
or Fixed priority (FP). Only one system is allowed to be declared at a time for a single
model.
The initial objects (artifacts) defined in the model can then be deployed to the declared CPUs using the CPU’s deploy operations. Buses are defined with a transmission speed (bytes/s) and a set of CPUs which they connect. Object instances that are not
deployed to a specific CPU (and not created by an object that is deployed), are automatically deployed onto a virtual CPU. The virtual CPU is connected to all real CPUs
through a virtual bus. Virtual components are used to simulate the external environment
for the model of the system being developed.
In figure 1 a graphical representation of an in-car navigation radio system is shown,
which illustrates deployment with three CPUs connected by a single bus.

Fig. 1. Overview of the In-car Radio Navigation System

The in-car-navigation system shown in figure 1 is represented as a system class
in listing 1.1. Firstly, the application artifacts are declared as instance variables (mmi,
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radio and navigation). The definition of the hardware appears after: in this case
three CPUs are declared (CPU1, CPU2 and CPU3) with a bus (BUS1) which connects
them. Finally, the system architecture and deployment of the artifacts to the specific
CPUs appear in the last section.

system RadNavSys
instance variables
-- create artifacts
static public mmi : MMI := new MMI();
static public radio : Radio := new Radio();
static public navigation : Navigation := new Navigation();
-- create CPUs (policy, capacity)
CPU1 : CPU := new CPU (<FP>, 22E6);
CPU2 : CPU := new CPU (<FP>, 11E6);
CPU3 : CPU := new CPU (<FP>, 113E6);
-- create bus (policy, capacity, topology)
BUS1 : BUS := new BUS (<FCFS>, 72E3, {CPU1, CPU2, CPU3})
operations
public RadNavSys: () ==> RadNavSys
RadNavSys () ==
( navigation.setMmi(mmi);
radio.setMmi(mmi);
radio.setNavigation(navigation);
mmi.setRadio(radio);
CPU1.deploy(mmi,"MMI");
CPU2.deploy(radio,"Radio");
CPU3.deploy(navigation,"Nav");
...
);
end RadNavSys




Listing 1.1. A typical system class

Special system invariants based on timing constraints can be validated through post
analysis of log files [3]. This enables the modeller to express time constraints on operations and instance variables; e.g. when volumeUp is called then no later than three
time units later the volume must be incremented. Log files used for post analysis can
be directly created by the VDM interpreter [10] enabling automated checking of such
time constraints, allowing a systematic rejection of models which do not meet the time
constraints either because the models are wrongly specified or the architecture used
is not powerful enough. At the this point in time only post analysis is possible but a
version to check system invariants at run-time is being investigated [11].
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Ensuring Separation Between Software And Hardware

To enable automated exploration of hardware architectures for VDM-RT models, changes must be made to the way deployment is expressed. Currently, the modeller must
create new projects with a custom system class for each architecture to be explored.
This method is inefficient and difficult to automate. The basic problem with the current
system definition is the close coupling between system architecture and system deployment. Ensuring a clear separation between architecture and deployment allows a system
to be configured and tested against any number of hardware architectures without the
hassle of creating new test projects or changing the system architecture.
This section will present a different approach to express deployment from the current VDM-RT system class explained in section 2 while preserving the same run-time
properties.
This section will present a different approach to express deployment from the current VDM-RT system class shown in section 2 while preserving the same run-time
properties. Instead of a single system class defining the deployment, our approach
uses a four level structure to define deployment, keeping a clear separation between the
model and the actual deployment. This allows tool automated exploration at all levels:
Abstract Software Architecture: Defines artifacts and how they depend on each other;
Abstract Hardware Architecture: Defines the abstract hardware architecture in terms
of nodes and communication channels, i.e. without speeds/capacities or policies;
Configuration: Defines deployment of artifacts presented in Abstract Software Architecture to nodes from the hardware present in the Abstract Hardware Architecture;
Deployment: Defines a concrete deployment using the Configuration; similar to the
constructor in the current system class.
For each of the levels above, a concrete definition and the relation between them
will be presented as VDM-SL types and functions in the following sections.
3.1

Abstract Software Architecture

The Abstract Software Architecture (ASA) is used to describe which application artifacts exist in the system and where inter-artifact calls occur. It represents the software
system at its most abstract point where only artifacts of applications are referred e.g.
mmi, radio and navigation from section 2. The ASA contains dependencies between the different artifacts representing the inter-artifact calls in the system. This dependency description is used both (1) to check that a hardware architecture contains the
required communication channels and (2) for automatic exploration of hardware architectures fitting the software model. Listing 1.2 shows the VDM types used to represent
the ASA of a system.

types
Artifact : seq of char
ASA ::
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artifacts
: set of Artifact
dependencies : map Artifact to set of Artifact
inv mk_ASA(artifacts,dependencies) ==
dom dependencies subset artifacts
and
dunion rng dependencies subset artifacts
and
forall key in set dom dependencies &
key not in set dependencies(key);





Listing 1.2. Abstract Software Architecture types.

The Artifact type denotes a named system instance variables (e.g. mmi); the artifacts set denotes the set of artifacts which can be deployed; the dependencies
map denotes the dependencies between the artifacts.
3.2

Abstract Hardware Architecture

From an abstract point of view, a computing system is no more than a set of processing
nodes which communicate via channels. We name this representation: Abstract Hardware Architecture (AHA). Listing 1.3 presents VDM types capable of representing an
abstract hardware architecture.

types
Node ::
id : nat1;
ComChannel ::
nodes : set of Node;
AHA ::
nodes
: set of Node
channels : set of ComChannels
inv forall c in set channels & c.nodes subset of nodes;



Listing 1.3. Abstract Hardware Architecture as a VDM type

A processing node is represented by Node which has an identifier and a communication
channel is represented by ComChannel, which contains the set of nodes it connects.
AHA defines a hardware architecture containing several nodes and channels connecting
them. AHAs can either be automatically generated based on the maximum number of
artifacts in the system or manually specified which is often the desired solution for an
industry where existing PCBs are available from previous projects.
3.3

Configuration

A configuration describes how a system is deployed to an abstract architecture. This
allows a system to be deployed onto a hardware configuration without explicitly spec-
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ifying the limitations of the hardware like CPU speed and bus capacity. A configuration defines a relation between artifacts from an ASA and the computing nodes from
an AHA. The dependencies stated by an ASA must be reflected in the communication
channels of the AHA for the configuration to be valid. This check is done by the function
checkDependencies. Listing 1.4 defines a configuration of an ASA to an AHA. A
configuration can be created either by automatic permutation of artifacts onto the nodes
of an AHA or by manually specifying the relations. The latter is the normal case for an
industry where specialized nodes such as processors with integrated GPS2 modules are
used, which will require a GPS artifact to be explicitly deployed to a specific node.

types
NodeArtifactRelation : map Node to set of Artifact;
Configuration ::
asa : ASA
aha : AHA
relation : NodeArtifactRelation
inv mk_Configuration(asa,aha,relation) ==
checkDependencies(asa, aha, relation);





Listing 1.4. Deployment Configuration

3.4

Deployment

The deployment of a system is the process of restricting the computational power of the
nodes and the communication channels. A node must be limited to the computational
power of a specific CPU with a maximum number of instructions it can perform per second. The same applies to buses where the transfer rate is limited. Listing 1.5 shows the
Deployment type which represents a mapping between Nodes and ComChannels
to concrete CPUs and buses.

Deployment ::
config : Configuration
buses : map ComChannel to BUS
cpus
: map Node to CPU
inv mk_Deployment(config,buses,cpus) ==
(forall channel in set config.aha.channels &
channel in set dom buses)
and
(forall node in set config.aha.nodes & node in set dom cpus)
and card config.aha.channels = card dom buses
and card config.aha.nodes = card dom cpus;



Listing 1.5. Specifies the type of each computational node and communication channel
2

Global Positioning System
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Computational nodes and communication channels are abstractions of the actual
physical implementation where a circuit board is manufactured, which among other
things consists of the main components CPUs and buses which VDM-RT can reason
about. In listing 1.6 two VDM types are listed. CPU represents a computational Node
where the node is limited from being infinitely fast to a specific frequency slowing down
the execution of instructions. The same applies to the BUS, which is a limited version
of the ComChannel, where a transmission speed limits the number of bytes which can
be transmitted per second.

CPU ::
id
speed
brand
scheduling
BUS ::
id
speed
type



:
:
:
:

nat1
nat1
seq of char
<FP> | <FCFS>;

: nat1
: nat1
: <FILO>;
Listing 1.6. Hardware types

3.5

New Deployment Work-flow

To use the four layered separation described above some changes must be made to the
deployment work flow. However, not all of the above levels require the modeller’s direct
attention, since most of the changes are conceptual separations of system elements. It is
important to understand that the output of the separation proposed above can be mapped
to the current VDM-RT system class without losing details. The difference is that this
clear separation between the different levels, enables the modeller to do exploration at
all levels. It also enables tools to be developed to assist this process.
The work-flow in ordinary VDM-RT can be described with the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Defining the VDM-RT model.
Identifying the static artifacts of the model.
Defining the hardware nodes: CPU and BUS and instantiating the artifacts.
Deploying the artifacts to the CPUs.

This is currently all done in a single class called system with no clear indication
of what is artifacts and what is hardware and deployment.
The work-flow with the new sub divided structure:
Model development: The first step is to develop the actual VDM model as in the current VDM-RT workflow.
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System configuration: The modeller configures the artifacts of the system as usual in
a VDM-RT system class.
Extract artifacts and dependencies: If all artifact relations are expressed as either artifact constructor arguments or parsed as arguments to operations on artifacts, then
this step can be automated. Artifacts will be extracted from the system class and
their dependencies from the system constructor, enabling an ASA to be created3 :
Composing a new AHA: The ASA defines the artifacts and their required dependencies while the AHA define an abstract hardware architecture which respects the
dependencies from the ASA extracted from the artifacts dependencies. Such an
AHA can either be automatically generated based on the ASA or it can be manually specified by the user.
Configuration: The configuration defines how each artifact is linked to a node of the
given AHA. This can be specified manually by the user or a range of configurations
can be generated from the pair (ASA, AHA).
Deployment: The final deployment is the limitation of an AHA. This can again be
specified by the user to a single fixed deployment or the user can enter a set of
possible CPUs which could be used per node allowing a range of deployments to
be generated to explore these different CPU limitations.
Evaluation: Finally, the model can be executed with a single specific deployment and
its system invariants can be checked either through post-analysis or at run-time both
leading to an accept / reject verdict of the tested deployment. This indicates to the
modeller if this configuration is acceptable to the system leaving the decision of
which to choose to the modeller.
The steps described above can be expressed through the formula 1.
!
ASA + AHA

→∗ Conf iguration →∗ Deployment ≡ system

(1)

The arrow →∗ denotes that many elements can be generated with respect to the left
side of the arrow. In the first case one or more configurations can exist which configures
a particular pair of ASA and AHA. Each configuration defines how the ASA is mapped
onto the AHA but does not restrict the hardware in any way. Similar to the configuration,
one or more deployments can exist which restricts a particular configuration by limiting
each computational node to a specific frequency and each communication channel to a
specific speed. Finally it can be seen from the system in section 2 that the left side of
the formula below is equivalent to the information in the system class in VDM-RT.

4

The Exploration of Alternative System Architectures

Exploring alternative system architectures is supported by VDM-RT and in section 3 it
has been described how the process of deployment can be split up into levels which can
be explored for alternatives. The goal is to provide the means to answer the questions
3

In this paper we do not deal with references which can be passed between artifacts at run-time
which also leads to new dependencies.
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stated in the introduction. However because these questions are seen from the modellers
point of view, we will try to relate them to the levels of the formula 1 to make it easier
to describe how this work provides (partial) answers to these questions.
The requirements extracted from the questions are as follows:
– Exploring alternative artifact distribution on a fixed hardware configuration.
– Exploring alternative hardware configurations for an ASA.
– Exploring alternative deployment parameters for a fixed configuration.
The questions require the exploration to support different distribution of artifacts
on a fixed distributed hardware platform; the ability to explore parameters for a specific
hardware such as CPU capacity; and finally a way to validate such a system architecture.
Futhermore we can add the ability to generate hardware architectures, but this may be
mainly of academic value. The requirements stated above are covered in the following
subsections. In addition the validation is addressed in section 4.4.
4.1

Exploring Alternative Artifact Distribution On A Fixed Hardware
Configuration

To explore alternative artifact distribution, an ASA is required to obtain the artifacts and
their dependencies. Since the hardware configuration is fixed, an AHA is also provided
by the modeller. This gives the pair (ASA, AHA) as input to the exploration of alternative artifact distribution. Formula 2 illustrates where this takes place in the overall work
flow where the underlined part denotes what is produced. The result of the generation
of alternative distributions is a set of Configurations all for the same system.
!
ASA + AHA

→∗ Conf iguration →∗ Deployment ≡ system

(2)

Listing 1.7 shows the signature of a VDM function which produces the desired set
of configurations:

createAltDisbs : ASA * AHA -> set of Configuration
createAltDisbs(asa, aha) == is not yet specified;



Listing 1.7. Signature of a function for generation of Configurations from an ASA.

4.2

Exploring Alternative Hardware Configurations For An ASA

When the goal is to find the optimal hardware configuration for a given system it can
often be difficult and time consuming to create all possible combinations of nodes and
communication channels. It is however important to understand that this is possibly
only of academic value since industrial companies often have of-the-shelf hardware
platforms which they want to explore. AHAs can be generated from the number of
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unique artifacts from an ASA. The formula 3 shows where in the overall work flow this
exploration contributes again using the underlined part as the produced aspects.
!
→∗ Conf iguration →∗ Deployment ≡ system

ASA + AHA

(3)

A signature of the VDM function to create the AHAs is shown in listing 1.8. It takes
an ASA as input and returns a set of AHAs.

createAHAs : ASA -> set of AHA
createAHAs(asa) ==
let maxNodes = card asa.artifacts
in
...





Listing 1.8. Signature of a VDM function for the automatic AHA generation.

4.3

Exploring Alternative Deployment Parameters For A Fixed Configuration

Exploring alternative deployment parameters for an otherwise fixed system is one of
the most important requirements because this relates directly to the costs of the final
product. If a cheaper CPU can be used in mass production, money can be saved by the
manufacturer of such a system. Exploring alternative deployment parameters means that
one can come up with all possible limitations of the hardware, reducing either a CPUs
computational capacity or limiting the bandwidth of a bus. An unlimited range of such
deployments can be generated however this is not useful in practice since only a small
number of CPUs and buses can be used in a specific hardware topology. In most cases,
a PCB design already exists which supports a fixed number of different CPUs from a
specific family. Thus the exploration is based on knowing that a small list of possible
CPUs or buses are available to be used as nodes. The exploration generates a set of
deployments and takes an otherwise fixed system as input together with a set of available CPUs per node of the AHA and a set of available buses for each communication
channel. Formula 4 shows where in the overall work flow this takes place.
!
ASA + AHA

→∗ Conf iguration →∗ Deployment ≡ system

(4)

The signature of a VDM function is shown in listing 1.9 which takes a fixed configuration of a system plus two maps where the available CPUs and BUSs are given for
the resources in the AHA.

exploreDeployParams : Configuration *
map Node to set of CPU *
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map ComChannel to set of BUS
-> set of Deployment
exploreDeployParams(config, nCm, cBm) == is not yet specified;



Listing 1.9. Signature of a VDM function for alternative deployment parameter exploration.

4.4

Evaluation Of The Architectures

The ability to automatically determine if a specific deployment is good enough is very
important now that we have presented the functionality to automatically generate alternatives as early as the AHA in the work flow. The potentially results is a very large
number of deployments, since a split in the flow at an early stage doubles the output of
all later steps. Currently, the only way to determine if a deployment is “good enough”
is by manually inspecting the execution log through the graphical viewer named RealTime Log Viewer. This viewer is able to illustrate how the scheduler creates threads,
shifts them in and out in relation to time etc. To overcome the challenge of manual inspection work is being done in [11] to enable run-time checking of system invariants.
Such invariants can then express time constraints in the system, which is exactly what
is needed when deployments have to be validated. If the modeller provides system invariants expressing the critical time constraints of the model then the run-time checking
of these invariants will be able to tell us if a given deployment has not violated any
invariants and thus be accepted.

5

Case Study: In-car Radio Navigation

This case study is based on an already known case explored in both [3] and [13]. How
this new structure can be used to do deployment exploration will be presented. The new
way to express a system configuration is shown in listing 1.10, it can be seen that no
deployment is included within the system class. This is very similar to the system from
section 2.

system RadNavSys
instance variables
-- create artifacts
static public mmi : MMI := new MMI();
static public radio : Radio := new Radio();
static public navigation : Navigation := new Navigation();
operations
public RadNavSys: () ==> RadNavSys
RadNavSys () ==
( navigation.setMmi(mmi);
radio.setMmi(mmi);
radio.setNavigation(navigation);
mmi.setRadio(radio);
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end RadNavSys
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Listing 1.10. In-Car-Navigation system.

A new grammar for deployment in VDM-RT is proposed in listing 1.11, allowing the deployment elements: AHA, configuration and deployment to be specified. All
the elements can be generated through exploration as explained in section 4. The listing 1.11 illustrates how the deployment of the in-car-navigation system can be done
with this new syntax. The deployment is specified with all elements, but without the
ASA, since it can automatically be extracted from the system class in listing 1.10. Any
of the blocks aha, configuration and deployment can be left empty in the
grammar, indicating that they should be automatically generated. However by explicitly specifying all blocks only a single deployment will exist as in the original system
definition from section 2.

aha
Channel1 := {node1, node2, node3}
configuration
node1 := {mmi};
node2 := {radio}
node3 := {navigation}
deployment
node1 :=
node2 :=
node3 :=
Channel1



CPU(200MHz, <FP>)
CPU(100MHz, <FP>)
CPU(1000MHz, <FP>)
:= BUS(72E3, <CSMACD>)

Listing 1.11. New deployment specification for the In-Car-Navigation system

What if the deployment specified in listing 1.11 is an acceptable deployment but the
modeller likes to do future investigation through the third question: Is it possible to replace components by cheaper, less powerful, equivalents to save cost while maintaining
the required performance targets? One option is to try out deployments where one of
the nodes is limited to one of three different CPUs as shown in listing 1.12. It can be
seen that the grammar allows nodes to be defined with a set of CPUs instead of a single
CPU this allows the exploration to use permutations of CPUs for each node.

deployment
node1 := {CPU(200MHz, <FP>),
CPU(100MHz, <FP>),
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CPU(50MHz, <FP>)}
node2 := CPU(100MHz, <FP>)
node3 := CPU(1000MHz, <FP>)
Channel1 := BUS(72E3, <FCFS>)



Listing 1.12. Alternative deployment block for exploration of deployment parameters.

When the exploration is done for the deployment block as shown in listing 1.12,
three alternatives will be generated, one with each type of CPU. All these alternatives
can then automatically be validated against the same tests to see if all of them fulfils the
system invariant4 . If so the modeller can freely decide which option is the best choice.

6

Concluding Remarks

Choosing the optimal architecture for a system is challenging, not only can it be difficult
to determine but VDM-RT currently lacks the ability to allow exploration of alternatives
in an efficient way without the need of duplicating the model. This work has proposed
a way to enable exploration through separation of model and deployment, where exploration is possible at all levels of the deployment process. The common questions a
modeller might ask when choosing a optimal architecture have been addressed and exploration functions proposed. We think that this work will help the system architect to
determine an optimal architecture for a given system by enabling easy automated exploration. Such an exploration will be able to create all alternatives of AHA, Configuration
and deployments and evaluate them against system invariants. VDM-RT priority settings for functions and operations has not been addressed in this work but will be future
investigated in the near future.
The plan is to implement the features described in this paper in the Overture platform such that it can be exploited for automatic co-model analysis in the DESTECS
project as well. We expect that this will be completed before the end of 2011.
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